
duo Di Mosole-Neuhauser
Winners of the international competition "Opus artis Paris 2021

Serge Di Mosole Christophe Neuhauser



Biographie Serge Di Mosole

First prize of the CNR of Toulouse and first prize for chamber music in 

the classes of Marc Franceries and Paul Ferret, Serge Di Mosole

broadens his musical horizon by working with The Cuban Master 

Manuel Barrueco and will receive from his hands the international 

diploma of interpretation.

In parallel with his career as a concert performer and teacher, he 

contributes to expanding the guitar repertoire, his compositions are 

published by Editions Soldano and Productions d'oz (Canada and 

American territory) some educational pieces are selected by the 

FFEM and CMF for competition for conservatories and music 

schools.

These works are dedicated to recognized artists with prefaces such 

as "Sergio and Odair Assad", "Arnaud Dumond", "Jorge Cardoso", 

"Eric Franceries", "Raul Maldonado", "Antonio Lauro", "the duo 

Themis", "Alexandre Bernoud" and are regularly cited in "classical 

guitar magazine" France and "classical guitar magazine" States.

A first CD was released in (1994) devoted to Hispanic American 

composers, which was very well received in the magazine "les 

cahiers de la guitar".

The following year the duo is formed and will follow several concert 

tours in France and soon in Canada, a first CD (2014) bearing the 

title "from Bach to Piazzolla" receives a very good reception in 

"classical guitar magazine".

In parallel From 2006 to 2010, his compositions illustrated the 

documentaries of FR3 "roots and wings".2018 release of his last 

double album of 60 compositions, very good reviews in "classical 

guitar magazine".

In 2019 IMD editions "international music diffusion" included it in 

their catalog for Latin America and Japan,



Biographie Christophe Neuhauser

Christophe Neuhauser joined the class of Master 

Alexandre Lagoya at the CNSM in Paris in which 

he won first prize.

He perfected his art by working with prestigious 

guitarists such as "Alirio Diaz", "Léo Brouwer". 

His first CD dedicated to Hispanic American 

composers takes us in the footsteps of Francisco 

Tarrega, Heitor Villa Lobos, Isaac Albeniz, and 

many other great names in the history of the 

guitar, This disciple of Alexander will be noticed 

during the concert dedicated to Joaquim Rodrigo 

by interpreting "the fantasy for a gentleman", the 

"concerto of aranjuez" accompanied by the 

orchestra "movement 12".

For 25 years forming the Di Mosole-Neuhauser

duo, they will play with the Toulouse University 

Orchestra the concerto for two guitars in G by 

Antonio Vivaldi.

In 2014 he recorded with Serge Di Mosole the CD 

"from Bach to Piazzolla" in the program of works 

bySoler, Scarlatti, Bach, Handel, Sor, Granados, 

De Falla, Cardoso, Piazzolla.

These compositions are published by Editions 

Soldano.



Sponsor

« Royal classic string »



Interview "Musicoguia magazine" Spain-

sponsor "Royal classic string"

 http://www.musicoguia.com/la-guitare-classique-pour-le-duo-di-mosole-neuhauser/

 http://www.royalclassics.com/catalogo_artista_detalle.htm?idioma=es&id=53

http://www.musicoguia.com/la-guitare-classique-pour-le-duo-di-mosole-neuhauser/
http://www.royalclassics.com/catalogo_artista_detalle.htm?idioma=es&id=53


Cd Solo Christophe Neuhauser
Albeniz-Rodrigo-Tarrega-Malats- Lauro-Lobos-Pernambuco-Ponce

Semenzato-Cabral-Neuhauser
CHRISTOPHE NEUHAUSER PLAYS:

ALBENIZ-RODRIGO-TARREGA-LOBOS-
MALATS- LAURO-PERNAMBUCO-
PONCE-SEMENZATO-CABRAL-
NEUHAUSER



Cd Solo Serge Di Mosole
Lobos-Lauro-Temerario-Neves-Oliva-Barrios-

Di Mosole.

SERGE DI MOSOLE PLAYS:

LOBOS-LAURO-TEMERARIO-NEVES-OLIVA-

BARRIOS-DI MOSOLE



Cd Duo Di Mosole-Neuhauser
Soler-Scarlatti-Bach-Haendel-Sor-Granados-De Falla-

Piazzolla-Cardoso-Neuhauser-Di Mosole

LE DUO DI MOSOLE-NEUHAUSER PLAYS:

SOLER-SCARLATTI-BACH-HAENDEL-SOR-

GRANADOS-DE FALLA-PIAZZOLLA-CARDOSO-

NEUHAUSER-DI MOSOLE









Critiques « Guitare classique magazine » 
(France)

Critiques » Classical guitar magazine (States)

voir sur le site



Duo Di Mosole-

Neuhauser
PROGRAM



One style, two guitars, 4 centuries of 

music

 Sonata by A.P. Soler in D minor

 Sonata by D. Scarlatti in D minor K. 173 L.447

 English suite n ° 3 by J.S.Bach "current-sarabande-allegro

 Chaconne by G.F.Haendel

 Encouragement op 34 by F. Sor

 Intermezzo by E.Granados

 The brief life of Mr DeFalla

 Milonga by J. Cardoso

 Jongo by P.Bellinati

 El pueblito de S.Di.Mosole

 Waltz tribute to A.Lauro by Ch.Neuhauser

 The crowd of Cabral arrgt Ch.Neuhauser

 At the time of M's grandmother, Polnareff arrgt Ch.Neuhauser



Social networks - Site-platforms

 http://duo-dimosole-neuhauser.e-monsite.com/(site)

 https://www.facebook.com/sergedimosolechristopheneuhauser (duo page)

 https://www.facebook.com/dimosole (solo page)

 https://twitter.com/dimosole (duo page)

 https://www.deezer.com/fr/artist/5902177 (listening and downloading)

 https://open.spotify.com/artist/4Cuc0MxQfb4FiellfZuCtn (listening and downloading)

 https://www.amazon.fr/piazzolla-Christophe-Neuhauser-Serge-

Mosole/dp/B00KMI7X96 (listening and downloading)

https://www.facebook.com/sergedimosolechristopheneuhauser
https://www.facebook.com/dimosole
https://twitter.com/dimosole
https://www.deezer.com/fr/artist/5902177
https://open.spotify.com/artist/4Cuc0MxQfb4FiellfZuCtn
https://www.amazon.fr/piazzolla-Christophe-Neuhauser-Serge-Mosole/dp/B00KMI7X96

